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Main Goals of Rust:

Rust is a systems programming language focused on three 
goals: 

● Safety 
● Speed
● Concurrency

Rust is an alternative to other languages and provides both 
efficient code and a comfortable level of abstraction.

High performance and security with low level access



From fruition…

2006

.Origin

Started as personal project by a 
Mozilla employee named 
Graydon Hoare at Mozilla 

Research.

2009

Soft Launch

Mozilla began sponsoring the 
project.

2010

Hard Launch

Mozilla announced they were 
sponsoring the project

2011

Self-compiling compiler

Rustc was able to compile itself.

Jan 
2012

Testing process commenced 

Pre-alpha version was released.

May 15, 
2015

First release

1st stable 
release !!!



To being maintained and widely 
used. 

Feb 8, 
2021

Rust Revival   

The Rust Foundation was 
formed.

August 
2020

Pandemic 

Mozilla laid of 250 of its 1,000 
employees

April 6, 
2021

Google Announcement 

Google announced support for Rust 
within Android Open Source Project 
as an alternative to C/C++.



Distinguishable Features
1. Zero-cost abstractions
2. Support for concurrency 
3. Supports ownership and security 
4. Rust has thorough and impressive documentation
5. Strong sense of community in users   

1. Error-prone (however, 
errors tend to be more 
detailed) i.e. type 
conversions

2. Developing code is not that 
fast, since errors are caught 
right away

3. Learning curve w specific 
syntax 

Trade-offs 



Basic Types in Rust

Compile-Time (stack)Run-Time (heap)

● Slices
● Str (string slices)
● Strings 
● Reference to Struct
● Reference to Enum
● Vectors 

● Arrays
● Tuples
● Numbers (i32, u64, f32, etc.)
● Boolean Values
● Variable in a function
● Structs & Enums

By default, integers are 32 bits and floating point values are 32 bits



Memory Management: Understanding Ownership

● Ownership is one of Rust’s most unique features.

● Allows for memory safety guarantee without a garbage collector

● Memory is instead managed through a system of ownership rules 
checked by the compiler, and if any of those rules are violated then the 
program will not compile.

Violated Rules? Won’t Compile



How to bind variables in Rust
Variable binding can be simple as:

let x;
x = 420;

It can also be done on one line:

let z = 1878;

You can also specify a variable’s type:

let x: i32 = 2022;

- The i32 makes the variable a 32 bit signed integer. 
- The “:” is how you signify the variable’s type

This code snippet 
prints 18!

Variable names are 
always in: snake_case



Can I change variables in Rust?
By default, all variables in Rust are immutable.

- Variables can be made mutable by using the “mut” keyword

First prints “Nat”

Then prints “Lucy”



Control Structures
FOR-LOOPS: Not idiomatic in Rust, a functional programming approach would align better with 
the language’s best strengths.

IF-ELSE:  Similar to other languages, with some exceptions:

- Conditionals do not need parentheses around them
- Each condition is followed by a code block
- Each branch must return the same type

MATCH: Similar to switch statements in C and Java 





● Inheritance in Rust does not exist naturally
● No Classes, instead Crates
● Can be paralleled with Traits that connect to Structs
● Generic types support abstraction.

  

Program           →      Classes             →  Objects  →  Methods/Properties

Packages  →  Crates   →   Modules   →   Structs/Enums   →  Functions / Traits

Support for Inheritance and Abstraction







How/Where can I use Rust?
- Rust can be installed in the command line of your computer. You can then 

write and run code from your computer’s command line.
- You can also install and use Rust with the popular IDEs you already use, 

including:
- Eclipse
- VS Code
- Atom

What companies and organizations use Rust?
- Rust has been used to build many great websites and products such 

as 1Password, Figma, NPM, Coursera, Mozilla, Atlassian, Dropbox, and 
more

- Google has made Android compatible with Rust for programming
- Microsoft is writing some Windows components in Rust to improve 

security

https://1password.com/
https://blog.figma.com/rust-in-production-at-figma-e10a0ec31929
https://www.npmjs.com/
https://medium.com/coursera-engineering/rust-docker-in-production-coursera-f7841d88e6ed
https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/
https://www.atlassian.com/
https://www.wired.com/2016/03/epic-story-dropboxs-exodus-amazon-cloud-empire/


What can I do with Rust?
- Rust can be used for a variety of programming types, including:

- System programming
- Network programming
- Embedded systems programming
- Crypto
- And much more!

Why should I learn Rust?
- It is a new and fast growing language that is backed by many industry leaders

- It prioritizes speed and memory efficiency

- It offers compatibility with systems programming, embedded programming, 
etc. without the security concerns of other popular and available languages

- There are many packages and libraries available, with more coming out 
everyday



Great Rust Resources to become 
a Rustacean  – Any Questions?
Some easy, guided introductions (you should start here): 
https://tourofrust.com/ 
https://fasterthanli.me/articles/a-half-hour-to-learn-rust

A denser, rust textbook: https://doc.rust-lang.org/book/
A 'cheat sheet' to rust: https://cheats.rs/#basic-types

A great place to practice: 
https://exercism.org/dashboard
A blog with resources I really liked: 
https://serokell.io/blog/learn-rust

Chat groups:
https://www.rust-lang.org/community

(https://blog.logrocket.com/why-is-rust-popula
r/)

https://careerkarma.com/blog/who-uses-rust/)

https://codilime.com/blog/why-is-rust-progra
mming-language-so-popular/

https://doc.rust-lang.org/

(https://www.infoq.com/news/2012/08/Intervie
w-Rust/) 


